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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
Hunter Engineering is a leader in building servicing equipment for the automobile

sector. From Wheel Balancers to Lift Racks that most of the world’s leading automobile
industries use are the products of Hunter. At the Raymond facility wheel balancing
equipment is built besides other equipment such as cabinets and all the electronics that go
into them. Based on the customer’s order, the wheel balancers are packaged with or
without tool kits. These tool kits contain all the tools required to service the equipment or
to be used while using the equipment to service an automobile. Sometimes customers
place orders only for these tool kits.
1.2

Brief Overview
An area on the shop floor is dedicated for packaging of these tool kits. There are
around 10,000 different parts such as screws, nuts, cones, decals, paperwork etc.
that go into over 1000 different kits. Every kit has a MOS (Statement of
Materials) that dictates the part numbers and their corresponding names that go
into the kit. An operator packs a particular kit based on the items listed on its
MOS. Kits can contain other kits which will be called out in the MOS.
Since there are so many different kits to be packed and each kit is different from
the other, it is a hard task for the operator to remember which part belongs to
which kit. Previously it was a big challenge to pack defect free kits as per the
12

items listed on the MOS. But Hunter now maintains a database where documents
for each kit containing the part picture and its number are uploaded. Incorporating
the use of pictures with corresponding part numbers has reduced the number of
defects in kit packaging. These documents are uploaded in a Microsoft Access
database.
Earlier the operators were given a printed copy of each kit document to match the
items they were packing. But recently Hunter has introduced touch-screen
monitors, which are placed at each cell in the kit packing area. The documents
have touch screen controls enabled on them and the operators are trained to use
these computers. In this way paper usage and time spent in search for the required
document has been reduced. The operator is still given a set of MOS printed
copies to be on the safe side but it has been seen that using the documents with
pictures has lessened the number of defects in packaging besides improving the
utilization of time.

Figure 1.1

Touch screen Monitor showing the Kit Packing Document
13

1.3

Problem Description
Hunter Engineering builds 60,000 kits per year and 5000 kits per month. During

the past year 192 QIRs (Quality Incident Reports) were found out of which 92 QIRs were
from the kit packing area. Of these, 38 were strictly from the kit packing area and the
remaining 54 were from the loose item kits packed at the end of the line. Out of the 38
QIRs on the kit packing area, 3 were (shortages) from Kaizen cells and the remaining was
from non-Kaizen cells.
Therefore, Hunter is doing well (38:60,000) in tool kit packing at the tool kit area
but not so well (54:60,000) at the lines.
The following deductions can be made based on the QIR data:
1.

Hunter is good at kit packing

2.

Kaizen events have worked

3.

The loose items kits packed at the lines were bad compared to the kits packed at
the kit packing area or in other words Hunter not so good in putting loose items
into kits packed at the lines

What is a QIR? – A QIR is a Quality Incident Report for a discrepancy found by the
customer.
Types of QIRs


Function (parts not functioning)



Shortage (missing parts or parts out of stock)



Delivery (delays or damaged goods)



Other
QIRs can occur due to the following reasons



Changes in the ECO (Engineering Change Order)
14



Negligence or sloppy work



Parts out of stock



Delay in delivery



Mistakes on the ECO

Solution: To avoid these QIRs, Hunter plans to incorporate a Weighing System to assess
the quality of the kits being packed. The operator while building the kit on a
weighing scale will be able to tell whether or not something is missing in the
kit, based on its weight. Since the weights of kits vary, a system to weigh kits
needs to be developed first. If this system is built successfully, Hunter plans to
shift the loose kit packing to the kit area packing. Besides this, the number of
defects (shortages) will decrease in kit packing.

15

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1

Weighing Systems in the Market
There is little relevant literature available on Tool-Kit Packing. I.M.H.Vliegen et

al. [1] in their paper, discuss the production of Lithography equipment by an OEM
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) firm that is used in the production processes of their
customers. In this paper, the authors develop a conceptual model using the Critical
Incident Technique that incorporates aspects associated with engineer’s preferences for
either separate tools or tool kits in servicing lithography equipment.
Furthermore, Sartorius Mechatronics Ltd. [2], provides a software application
namely Sartorius ProMix for Recipe Management (for Windows) which is used to control
the weighing process of the system. Recipe Management in mainly focused on food
industries such as baking of cakes. The ProMix recipe system runs on a Windows PC, to
which scales or weighing platforms are connected via serial interfaces or USB ports. The
PC serves both as an interface as well as a weighing station. The operator is guided
through the process and for the management of raw material, recipe and production data.
A system for tool-kit packing can be built on the same lines as the recipe management
system.

16

Figure 2.1

Recipe Management System by Sartorius Limited

Though this software (German) is built on the lines of the weighing system we
designed (as discussed in detail below), it is not available for purchase in the United
States. Besides this building such a system would be costly. So an alternative way of
building a system had to be found which would not only be more cost effective but also
be a generalized system for packing of tool-kits in Automobile Industries. A cheap and
efficient system design is discussed in the following section.
2.2

Contribution to Literature & the Society
The biggest challenge in conducting this research is that there is not sufficient

data available that relates to tool kit packing for automobile service industries. One of the
aims of this thesis is to document the aspects of tool-kit packing while designing a system
to build kits while weighing. The system not only performs a quality assessment of kits
while they are being built but also saves resources for the company i.e., time spent for
inspection of kits and the manpower needed for the inspection.
17

Such a system is not readily available in the market and thus conducting this
research will be a contribution to Hunter Engineering, all its branches and also other
Automotive Industries in the society too. Hunter plans to incorporate the system at its
other branches as well if this project is successful. In addition, such a system that does
not exist in the market will be a great contribution to the literature.

18

CHAPTER III
WORK PERFORMED
3.1
1.

Information on Kits
Kits are packed at the,

i.

Kit packing Area – Hunter has an area dedicated to kit packing on the shop floor.
This area is divided into cells where different kits are packed in different cells.
Each cell has sufficient inventory levels of every part that goes into the kits built
at that cell. Kaizen events have been performed in most of these cells.

ii.

End of the Assembly Lines – Hunter has three assembly lines for building three
variations of balancers viz., 9700 Line, 9200 Line & 7700 Line.

2.

Hunter packs over 1000 different varieties of kits. Each of these kits has different
parts that go into it. There are in total over 10,000 different parts that go into kits.

3.

Kits can contain parts that are as light as literature papers, decals, small washers,
nuts etc. to medium heavy parts such as cones and heavy parts such as tube
assemblies. Besides this each kit may contain single or multiple quantities of a
part.

4.

Kits are packed in cartons and are stuffed with pad packing to avoid damage of
the parts. The carton weight and the pad packing weight also contribute to the
total weight of the kit during the weighing process. For this reason the TARE key
on the scale is used to nullify the carton weight and the pad packing weight before
starting the packing process on the weighing scale.
19

5.

Terminologies used:
Pad packing - Used as protective covering to avoid damage of parts packed.
TARE key – This key is used to remove a known weight of an object, usually the
weighing container (box & pad packing in this case), to zero a scale.

Figure 3.1

Pad packing and empty box on the weighing scale

CLEAR key – Clears all previous functions and displays the total weight of the
kit.
Capacity - The largest weight the balance is capable of weighing.
Pack(s) – Multiple parts placed together on a board and shrink wrapped or
multiple parts packed in a packet.

20

Figure 3.2

Multiple parts in a packet

Figure 3.3

Multiple parts shrink wrapped on cardboard
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Figure 3.4

Shrink wrapping machine

Entities – Pack(s) and Single parts together are considered as Entities
Parent Scale - The main scale on which the kit is to be built to completion.
Child Scale – The scale on which lighter entities are weighed before placing them
into the kit (bearing the heavier entities) being built on the Parent scale.
6.

Naming Convention - Kits are named beginning with '20-' or 'CTN-' and ending
with '-1' e.g., 20-xxxx-1, CTN-xxx-1. An assembly or a kit number ends with a '1' whereas a part number ends with a '-2' e.g., 20-xxxx-2, 98-xxxx-2 etc.

7.

RS232 - is a serial communication method for computers and devices used to
send and receive information between them. It is without doubt the best known
interface, because this serial interface is implemented on almost all computers
available today.

3.2

Measurement System Analysis – Gage R&R Technique
The measurement system here is the weighing scale used to develop the weighing

process. The tool used to assess its capability was the Gage R&R technique, described as
follows.
22

Figure 3.5

Weighing Scale

Figure 3.6

Randomly selected cone samples

The Gage R&R was performed on 10 randomly selected cone samples of part
number 128-51-2 by three inspectors namely:
1st Inspector – Walt Williams
2nd Inspector – Megha Muire
3rd Inspector - Bruce Lewis
Before beginning the inspection process each cone in the sample was numbered
from 1 to 10.
3.2.1

Gage R&R Method:
Each inspector performed the inspection independently while the other two
inspectors waited outside the inspection room
Each inspector selected a cone randomly from the sample and weighed it. The
results were recorded as per the number on the cone in the gage R&R sheet

23

provided and the values obtained were covered so that none could see the other’s
readings
Each inspector performed two non-consecutive trials of measurement of the
sample i.e., Walt Williams took his 1st trial readings, then Megha Muire took her
1st trial readings, then Walt Williams took his 2nd trial readings, then Bruce Lewis
took his 1st trial readings, then Megha Muire took her 2nd trial readings and finally
Bruce Lewis took his 2nd trial readings.
Table 3.1

3.2.2

Gage R&R readings

Interpretation of Graphical and Statistical Results
The Gage R&R data collected was further analyzed and interpreted using Minitab

8 software and the results of the graphical and statistical analysis is shown below.

24

Gage R&R
%Contribution
Source
VarComp (of VarComp)
Total Gage R&R 0.0000004
100.00
Repeatability 0.0000004
100.00
Reproducibility 0.0000000
0.00
Inspector 0.0000000
0.00
Part-To-Part
0.0000000
0.00
Total Variation 0.0000004
100.00

Study Var %Study Var
Source
StdDev (SD) (6 * SD)
(%SV)
Total Gage R&R
0.0006455 0.0038730 100.00
Repeatability 0.0006455 0.0038730 100.00
Reproducibility 0.0000000 0.0000000
0.00
Inspector
0.0000000 0.0000000
0.00
Part-To-Part
0.0000000 0.0000000
0.00
Total Variation 0.0006455 0.0038730 100.00
Number of Distinct Categories = 1
Gage R&R for Result

Figure 3.7
3.2.3

Gage R&R Statistical Analysis

Implications of terms in Statistical Output
Total Gage R&R – Adding Repeatability & Reproducibility
Repeatability – Same Operator & Same Gage
Reproducibility – Different Operator & Same Gage
Part-to-part – Actual differences in parts  the %contribution of the Variance

component should be > 90 %
Number of Distinct Categories – The gage’s ability to distinguish between the
parts measured. Is directly proportional to the precision of the gage  the %contribution
of the Study Variance should be > 5

25

Figure 3.8
3.2.3.1

Gage R&R Graphical Analysis
Graphical Result Interpretation

The measuring device had high repeatability but did not have any reproducibility
The measuring device is not acceptable to use since total measurement error (total
gage R&R) is greater than 30%
3.2.3.2

Statistical Output Interpretation
For %Contribution of VarComp,
High Repeatability of 100.00%
No Reproducibility of 0.00%
High Total Gage R&R of 100.00%, making the gage inacceptable to use
Part-to-Part variation is 0.00%  Low, this value should be > 90%
For %Study Var,
Total Gage R&R is 100.00%  High, this value should be > 30%
26

Part-to-Part variation is 0.00%
3.2.4

Gage R&R Results
The Gage R&R results (using Minitab 8 software) showed that the scale was not

good enough for the parts being weighed. It read up to 3 decimals with the last decimal
rounded to a 0 or 5 (readability ±0.005). This was not sufficient to account for the
variations in heavy parts such as cones and light parts such as decal O-rings.
3.3

Developing the Weighing System
Initially, each part of a kit e.g., CTN-681-E was weighed; using the TARE key

each part was added to build the kit. (Note: The TARE key is used to bring the reading to
zero after loading the scale.) It was noticed that each part has a tolerance of its own and
this was affecting the total kits tolerance. Also kits packed in this way had a completed
kit tolerance that was large enough to miss out a light part. Therefore, this method of
building a kit by weighing part-by-part needed to be modified.
So it was decided that pack(s) containing multiple parts be weighed while packing
and tolerances as tight as possible be established. A process was developed to weigh
these packs. The process outline is as follows.

27

Bring the scale to read Zero

Place the empty box & pad
packing and hit TARE

Place the packs in descending
order of their weights and hit the
TARE key after placing each pack

Place single parts and hit CLEAR

IF the total kit’s weight is within
specified tolerance, close the kit
and proceed to build the next kit
ELSE find out the missing part

Figure 3.9
3.3.1

Generalized Kit packing procedure

Choosing a suitable weighing scale:
The Gage R&R test conducted on the instrument used to weigh kits and the

results showed that the scale was not good enough for the parts being weighed. The scale
read up to 3 decimals with the last decimal rounded to a 0 or 5 (readability ±0.005). This
was not sufficient to account for the variations in heavy parts such as cones and light
parts such as decal O-rings. Therefore, a more precise scale with a readability of at least
±0.001 lb was needed.
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It was noticed among weighing scales found in the market that a scale with a
lower capacity is more accurate (lesser readability) than a scale with a higher capacity.
1
Re adability

Capacity

(eq. 3.1)

This lead to the consideration of using different capacity (heavy, medium, light)
scales in the kit weighing process.
That is to say, a scale with readability ±0.005 was not sufficient to weigh light
parts such as decal O-rings. Take for instance, the kit 20-1873-1 which is comprised of
11 decals of different colors each of insignificant weight.

Figure 3.10

Kit 20-18730-1 O-ring Decals

The total kit’s weight it as light as 0.015 on the weighing scale with readability
±0.005. This means that the actual weight of the kit could be lesser than 0.015 but the
weighing scale rounded the last digit to either a ‘0’ or a ‘5’. When weighed individually,
each O-ring decal’s weight was insignificant. And if 1, 2, 3 or 4 decals were missing
from the kit, the scale could not detect it. Only when the 5th decal was missing the scale
read 0.010 instead of the total 0.015.
Therefore and also based on the Gage R&R test results it was concluded that the
scale was not good enough to catch such small variations and weights. Thus a machine
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with readability as low as ±0.001 lb. was needed to weigh light kits such as 20-1873-1.
But if this light kit were to be part of a medium or heavy kit, multiple capacity scales had
to be used to weigh the kit. Also, the process outlined above had to be modified to
include multiple capacity scales.
Based on the observations of weighing 5 – 10 samples of each kit as per the build
procedure outlined above the following scenarios were established.
Scenario 1:

A medium-heavy kit such as 20-1839-1, the heaviest pack has

multiple parts and a packet with 7 pieces of 218-190-2 in it. This packet weighs 0.020
lbs. only. Whereas the weight of every other part in that pack is greater than 0.230 and
the total weight of the board is 13.764 with a tolerance of ± 0.008. Thus if the 7 pieces of
the 218-1790-2 pack was missing, we would be able to make out.

Figure 3.11

Pack – 7 pieces of 218-1790-2 from Kit 20-1839-1

Scenario 2:

A heavy kit such as 20-2210-1 has heavy parts in single or multiple

quantities and a few light (Literature, decals etc.) parts in single or multiple quantities.
The lowest part weight in 20-2210-1 is 0.020  7 pieces of 218-190-2. Therefore the
tolerance we establish while weighing should be < 0.020. The tolerance established for
20-2155-1 is ±0.005. The other lightweight part in this kit is the literature document
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0.055~0.070. The kit literatures along with other single parts are added together (at one
time).

Figure 3.12

Pack – 7 pieces of 218-1790-2 from Kit 20-1839-1

Therefore, in both these scenarios if the pack with the 7 pieces of the 218-1790-2
or the literature document were to be missed out while packing on the scales, it would
obvious.
Two important theories that can be drawn from these scenarios:
1. The readability of the scale should be lesser than the weight of the lightest part in
the kit
2. The tolerance established for a pack or a kit should be set lower than the weight
of the lightest part in that pack or kit
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CHAPTER IV
MODEL & LOGIC
Based on these theories, the following MODEL was developed. The kits were
categorized as Very Heavy (75 – 150 lbs.), Medium Heavy (10 - 75 lbs.) & Light (10
lbs.) based on their weights.
Medium Heavy Kits  add the heaviest parts first. Keep in mind that these are
multiple parts added as a pack. If there are single parts, add them to the kit last
before hitting the Clear key to get the total box weight.

 MEDIUM

CAPACITY SCALE
Light

Kits



use

LIGHT/PRECISION

SCALES.

Weigh

groups

of

documents/decals and setup tight tolerances. Weigh heavier packs first. Fill in the
single items at the end.
Heavy + Light Kits  some kits have heavy parts as well as literature, decals etc.
Add the heavy parts in descending order of their weights first. Use a MEDIUM
CAPACITY scale for this. On smaller/precision scale, weigh the decals/dots etc.
to check quantity by weights. Single decals or stickers etc. need not be weighed.
Then add these smaller items weighed in the precision scale into the box on the
big scale & hit TARE. Add in single parts if any and close the box. Hit CLEAR.
Very Heavy Kits  for kits > 100 lbs. use HEAVY CAPACITY scales. To weigh
the hardware in them use LIGHT/PRECISION or MEDIUM scales depending on
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the

hardware

kit’s

weight.

To

weigh

decals

and

paperwork

use

LIGHT/PRECISION scales.
To start with, kits were classified as Heavy Kits, Heavy-Medium Kits, HeavyLight Kits, Medium Kits, Medium-Light Kits and Light Kits. Flowcharts using
Heavy, Medium and Light scales to weigh these kits, explain the LOGIC to be
used in building the weighing system. This LOGIC will serve as the basis for the
Visual Basic code that will be discussed under the system design section below.
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Table 4.1
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Kit Categorization

If the kit is identified as a Heavy or a Heavy-Medium or a Heavy-Light Kit, start
building it on the Heavy weight scale. The process is as follows.

Figure 4.1

Logic – Heavy Kits

If the kit is identified as a Medium or a Medium-Light Kit, start building it on the
Medium weight scale. The process is as follows.
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Figure 4.2

Logic – Medium Kits

If the kit is identified as a Light Kit, start building it on the Lightweight scale. The
process is as follows.
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Figure 4.3

Logic – Light Kit
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CHAPTER V
THE KIT WEIGHING SYSTEM
The following criteria are to be considered while building the kit system.
1. Capacity of the weighing scale
2. Weight of the lightest part in the kit
3. Classification of heavy and light parts
4. Cost of the weighing scales
5. Time consumed in the weighing process
5.1

Case Study
Assume packs A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H & I in ascending order of their weights (lbs).

The heaviest pack among these is I. Each pack is a combination of parts (1, 2, 3….15) of
varying weights packed together. For instance let us assume the list of parts and their
corresponding weights as tabulated hereunder.
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Table 5.1

List of parts and their weights
Part #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Weight (lbs)
20
10.3
15.6
25
17.4
50
30
2
0.020
0.052
1.023
2.221
5.05
0.001
44.6

These weights are varying over a range of 0.001 to 50 lbs. There are 100’s of such
parts that go into each kit. Some kits have multiple quantities of the same part. Weighing
samples of each of these parts will enable us to establish a tolerance for each part which
will not only complicate the situation and consume a lot of time in the packing process
but also is virtually impossible to accomplish in a real setting as there are 10,000’s of
different parts that are packed in over 1000 different kits. Besides this most of the kits
have assemblies of parts that go into them. So the operator has to assemble these parts
before packing them. Hence, our best bet would be to weigh samples of the assemblies or
packages (which contain a combination of parts) and establish a suitable tolerance for
them.
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5.1.1

Strategy
Assume that packs A to I contain the following parts:

Table 5.2

List of packs and their weights
Pack #
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Part #’s
10
11
8
12, 13
5
2, 3, 9
15, 14
1, 4
6, 7

Pack Weight
0.052
1.023
2
7.271
17.4
25.920
44.601
45
80

Some cells require heavy & lights scales or medium & light scales or only
medium or only light scales depending on the weights of the parts being weighed and
also the total kit weight.
For instance if a kit weighs 100 lbs. and contains one part which weighs 50 lbs.,
another weighing 30 lbs., another 10 lbs. and the others 5lbs, 0.020 lbs., 0.050 lbs., 2.300
lbs. etc. We would need a scale with a capacity of at least 100 lbs. and a readability of at
least 0.020 to weigh this kind of kit. So that would mean a heavy and a light scale or
otherwise a scale so precise (±0.001 lbs.) that could weigh up to 100 lbs.
5.2

Kit Categorization
Some cells build only small & medium sized kits so will need small & medium

scales. Likewise others may build medium & large sized kits and so need medium &
large scales. The best way to decide whether to use heavy or medium or light scales in a
cell would be to categorize kits into Heavy, Heavy-Medium, Heavy-Light, Heavy40

Medium-Light, Medium, Medium-Light and Light categories. This would help us choose
the scale to be used in a cell.
Even though after categorization if a kit is found to have parts which fall into the
Heavy-Medium-Light category, a heavy scale and a light scale should be sufficient to
weigh the kit rather than having a heavy, medium and light scale. Thus depending upon
the size and weight of the kit you can decide what scales to use at a cell.
Sometimes a pack may be categorized as heavy or medium and it may also
contain light parts that require a precision scale to be weighed. In such a case choose a
sale based on its readability and the weight of the lightest part. Always, choose the scale
that has a resolution lower than the weight of the lightest part in the pack.
This method of categorizing the kits based on the weight of its contents is cost
effective and avoids redundant usage of scales in the system.
5.3

Kit Documents
Hunter maintains a Kit Packing Database (MS Access) wherein documents for

each kit are maintained. As already mentioned each kit contains are list of parts that go
into it. There are two kinds of documents that Hunter maintains for use by operators to
verify the parts in a kit while building it.
(i)

MOS (Statement of Materials) – This sheet contains the list of parts (kit #, part #’s,
part names and specifications) that go into a kit. Each kit and each assembly has a
MOS of its own. The latest version of the MOS documents is maintained in the
database. The operator has read-only access to the database wherein he/she is able
to print out the current version of the MOS for reference and for verifying the kit
being built.
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(ii)

Kit Document – This document is built for each kit in accordance with the current
MOS. In addition to part numbers, this document contains pictures and quantities of
the parts that go into building the kit. The document is arranged in the sequence of
building the kit i.e., the heavy packs/parts at the bottom and the lighter
packs/parts/literature/decals at the top.
The Kit Document along with the MOS is embedded into an MS Access Form of

the Kit Packing Database. Every cell in the kit packing area is equipped with a touch
screen monitor wherein the operator is given is read-only access to the Kit Packing
Database. The operator enters the kit number into the database’s interface and retrieves
all the relevant information of the kit such as the MOS document, Kit Document and the
past QIR data on that kit.
5.4

Kit Weighing System
Hunter has a touch screen monitor installed at each cell in the kit packing area.

The idea for building the weighing system is to connect the weighing scales to the touch
screen monitor with RS232 cables for sending, receiving and recording data. A Visual
Basic coded software needs to be developed that guides the operator through the steps of
kit building and indicating which scale in the process. The Kit Document and MOS will
be incorporated in the VB Interface of the software. The LOGIC illustrated in the
previous section will be the backbone of the VB software. Red, Yellow and Green lights
will be present on the scale to indicate to the operator whether or not a part is missing
while building the kit. The system design and layout is illustrated as follows.
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CHAPTER VI
THE SYSTEM LAYOUT & DESIGN
Elements of the system are as follows,
Computer & Software - Interface
Scales of different capacities – Weighing Scales
RS 232 cables
Software or logic used to control the weighing process – Logic/Procedures
Operator - Manpower
Kit documents & MOSs – Parts List
Weights & Tolerances – Metrics/Measures
6.1

System Design
The Light, Medium & Heavy scales are connected to the computer. Every scale
will have a Red, Yellow and Green LED light to indicate whether or not the kit is
complete.
The kit document in line with the LOGIC illustrated in the previous section is to
be programmed into a computer using Visual Basic, which will guide the operator
through the kit packing process.
The scales will have color-codes (Heavy Scale – Orange, Medium Scale – White,
Light Scale – Blue) and can be identified by the background color used in the Kit
Document which guides the operator through the steps in the kit packing process
i.e., if the packaging step called out on the document is using an orange color in
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the background & if the heavy scale is coded orange, the operator understands
that the heavy scale must be used for that step.
The system is operated on the touch-screen computer. The computer serves as an
interface wherein the operator enters the kit number and is guided through the
process of building the kit on the weighing scale.
The operator enters the kit number and follows the color codes on the kit
document to start building kits on the designated scale. The VB software will
guide the operator in the packing process and will indicate whether the operator
has either missed out a part(s) or added an extra part(s) in the kit. This will not
only maintain the quality in kit packing but also save manpower by eliminating
the need for an Inspector to check every kit that is packed for quality purposes.
Data is transferred from the weighing scales to the VB Software via the RS232
cables.
The software must be efficient enough to indicate to the operator the procedure to
build kits and also of glow Yellow in case something is missing from the kit and
Red in case an extra part has been added to it. A pictorial representation of the
Weighing System is presented below in Figure 6.1
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Figure 6.1
6.2

The Kit Weighing System

Kit – Scale Process
Take for instance a kit that has both heavy and light items to be packed. The color

code on the Kit document will indicate which scale is to be used. If the background color
is Orange for the complete kit, it indicates that the kit is to be built on a Heavy Scale
(Parent scale). So the box and packing material must be placed on the Heavy Scale and
TARED. Next the heaviest packs must be placed in the box in the order indicated by the
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kit document and TARED each time a pack is added. When a light pack such as a
hardware kit is to be added and since it contains light parts such as screws and washers
etc., it should be first weighed on a Light Scale with a low readability and then added to
the main kit on the Heavy Scale. At this time, the ‘Total Kit’ indicator must glow Yellow
indicating that the kit is not yet complete. The hardware kit must be built on the Light
Scale (Child scale) as indicated by the color code Gray on the kit document. When all the
parts are added to the hardware kit, the ‘Entity’ indicator will change to Green. If there is
something missing in it the indicator will glow Yellow. At this time, the ‘Total Kit’
indicator still glows Yellow as the hardware kit has not yet been added to it. Once the
hardware kit has been added, the ‘Total Kit’ indicator must glow Green meaning the kit is
complete. If the indicator glows Red, it means that the kit is has extra components added
to it and needs inspection. The kit is ready to be closed.
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CHAPTER VII
SOFTWARE DESIGN
7.1
7.1.1

Software Elements
Kit document (.pdf file)
This file contains the procedure for building the kit using the appropriate scale,

the weight of packs in the kit, the total weight of the kit.
7.1.2

Kit database (excel file)
This file contains data pertaining to kit categorization, links to the location of the

kit documents, the range of weight (min, max) for packs (pack 1, pack 2 etc.) that go into
a kit, the total kit’s tolerance and the total kit’s weight range (min, max).
7.1.3

Kit Folder
A library wherein a separate folder is maintained for each kit, which contains the

relevant kit building documents.
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Figure 7.1
7.1.4

The Kit Folder – its location and contents

User Interface – Screen 1
The contents of Screen 1 are as follows,

1. Hunter Logo
2. Heading – Kit Packing System
3. Field to enter the Kit No.
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Figure 7.2

7.1.4.1

User Interface Screen 1

Screen 1 Functionality
Screen 1 is also the Home screen where the operator enters the kit number and

retrieves the kit building procedure document. Two operations take place on Screen 1
viz.,
1. The operator enters the kit number
2. The kit document is retrieved from the kit folder library
7.1.5

User Interface – Screen 2
The contents of Screen 2 are as follows,

1. Hunter Logo
2. Retrieved Kit document
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3. Kit categorization information
4. Red, Green & Yellow lights for Packs
5. Red, Green & Yellow lights for Total Kit
6. Exit button – to close the screen 2 and return to screen 1

Figure 7.3
7.1.5.1

User Interface – Screen 2
Screen 2 Functionality

Screen 2 contains the retrieved kit document w.r.to the kit number entered on
Screen 1. This document is a .pdf file, which is scrollable. At the bottom of Screen 2,
there is a dock, which contains a field showing the category (heavy, medium, light etc.)
of the respective kit being built. The dock also contains two sets of Red, Green and
Yellow lights, one for indicating the weight of packs and the other for indicating the total
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kit weight. The Red light indicates that the pack/total kit is Overweight which means that
its weight does not match the designated weight or rather falls outside the upper tolerance
range specified for the kit. Similarly the Yellow light indicates that the pack/total kit is
Incomplete or rather the falls below the lower tolerance range specified for the kit, which
indicates that the kit is yet to be completed. The Green light indicates that the kit is
Complete which means that the weight of the kit being built falls within the specified kit
range.
7.1.5.2

Kit Information Dock
Screen 2 should contain a column for kit information besides the logo and kit

document. Kit information should include the following,
Category the kit belongs to (Heavy, medium or light etc.) – This
information should be got from the kit categorization table / kit database
document in excel format. It should be attained by using a SQL query that
matches the kit# entered on the screen 1 to the kit # column in the
document and display the kit categorization correspondingly on screen 2.
Kit categorization: Each pack has a weight. The software should use the
specified weight of a pack and decide which scale to be used. (Compare
weight to match the range for heavy, medium and light kits).
Light Color Codes and their implication – Three buttons should be present
that glow as per the light glowing in the scale. The RS232 cable transfers
this information from the scale to the computer.
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7.1.5.2.1

Contents of Kit Information Dock
Kit number and category
Links to documents – Kit categorization excel file
Code – SQL query
Process – Compares kit# in .xls and displays kit# and category
Lights
For Pack in Kit:
Red – Overweight, Green – Good to go, Yellow – Incomplete
For Total Kit:
Red – Overweight, Green – Good to go, Yellow – Incomplete
Pack done button after every pack to move on to next pack

7.1.6

Packed button
This button when clicked, exits the screen 2 (kit weighing process) and returns to

Screen 1. This is done when the kit packing process is completed or needs to be exited.
7.1.7

RS232 Code
RS232 needs to be coded to transfer weight result to the VB software which

compares the result to the excel file table and triggers the appropriate light to glow once
the total weight of the kit is obtained.
7.2

Document Design
The kit document appears on entering the kit # on Screen 1. The kit document

should be designed to:
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Indicate whether the kit falls in the Heavy, Heavy-Medium, Heavy-Light,
Medium, Medium-Light or Light Category
The background color of each page of the document should represent the
type of scale to be used to weigh the designated parts on the slide
Document the kit weighing process for the kit packing according to the
LOGIC developed in Chapter IV
Indicate the weights of the packs, single items etc. on the page of the
document while dictating the procedure
Every kit document should contain a legend indicating the meaning of the
lights’ color (Red, Green, Yellow)
Should be in .pdf format for easy scrolling and should not be modifiable
7.3

Weighing Scales
The weighing scales are labeled with its respective color code as shown below.

The background color of every slide on the kit document should represent the weighing
scale to be used to weigh the items/pack present on the slide.
Table 7.1

7.4

Color codes of the Weighing Scales
Type

Weight Range (lbs.)

Scale Color Code

Heavy Scale

75 ~ 150

Orange

Medium Scale

10 ~ 75

Blue

Light Scale

< 10

Gray

The Software Process
The document calls out the pack to be weighed. Weight of this pack with

specified Tolerance ranges is specified in the kit weight doc.xls. When the pack is
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weighed on the designated scale (by the background color of the slide on the kit
document), the weight data is transferred to the VB software via RS232 cable. This data
is compared to the weight range of the pack (column) in the .xls file and triggers the
corresponding light to glow. Separate Red-Green-Yellow lights are required for the total
kit and for entities that go into the kit.
Kit within a Kit - Also when weighing packs such as packs with screws and nuts
(light weight items) green, red, yellow lights should glow.
Table 7.2

7.4.1

Kit Database

Steps for Presentation - Software

1. The operator enters the kit number on Screen 1.
2. Screen 2 appears which contains the
a. Kit Document (.pdf file)
b. Kit Categorization (Heavy, Heavy-Medium-Light, Heavy-Light, MediumLight, Medium, Light)  this value will be retrieved from the kit database
c. Weighing Scale  Displays the weighing scale to be used for the current
pack; this value will be retrieved from the database
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d. Current Pack #  will be displayed as “0” because the first step in the
packing process is TARING down the weight of the Box and packing
materials
e. The TARE button is initially grayed out because the system is waiting to
retrieve the packing material weight
7.5

Situations that will be encountered while developing the system
These software features should be built in while coding,
The System should know the scale from which the input must be read.
The operator has to hit the TARE key every time a pack is weighed and
also when it is transferred from a child (e.g., Light) scale to a parent (e.g.,
Medium) scale.
The system must have functionality to keep track of the total kit weight
while building the kit, every time the TARE key is hit.
The person responsible for the database should keep in mind the LOGIC
mentioned above in determining the appropriate scale to be used while
weighing a corresponding pack. This decision is made by comparing the
weight of the lightest part in the pack to the appropriate scales readability
(heavy, medium or light). This should be the LOGIC used while creating
the kit documents too.
The kit database should be made inline / corresponding to the kit document
packing procedure.
The database should be constructed in such a way that the person who has
to maintain it does not have to make changes in multiple locations when an
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ECO (Engineering Change Order) change occurs i.e., if for instance 202210-1 has an entry in the database and contains kit 20-1845-1, and since
20-1845-1 is a kit by itself that has a separate entry in the database, the
database should be designed in such a way that while building 20-2210-1,
when the kit document calls out a pack in 20-1845-1 to be weighed, the
software should compare the weighed pack value with the specified value
of the pack in the database under the separate entry of 20-1845-1. This way
the person maintaining the database, if an ECO occurs will have to make
alterations only to the individual entry of the kit 20-1845-1 and not to every
kit the kit 20-1845-1 goes in.
7.6

Building the modified Kit Document
1. The document should have the Kit number, Kit name and the Last Rev. date
mentioned on it at the lower left had corner of each slide. In order to have this
information on every slide of the document it is best to create a Slide Master with
this information. A picture of the Slide Master is as follows.
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Figure 7.4

Kit Document Slide Master

2. A picture of the completed kit, its category of weighing, the total kit’s weight
range [min, max] should be present on Slide 1 of the document as shown
hereunder. The background color code on Slide 1 should represent the main scale
on which the kit if to be built. In this case (for kit 20-1839-1) the main scale is the
Medium scale. (Note: This decision is based on the total weigh of the kit being
built.)
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Figure 7.5

Contents of Slide 1 of Kit Document

3. The document dictates the kit packing process with the aid of pictures wherein a
group of parts are packed together to represent a pack and others are placed in the
kit as single items. Packs are placed in the kit in decreasing order of their weights.
The weight range of the pack and the pack number are mentioned under its
picture.
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Figure 7.6

Blue background - Pack 1 be weighed on the Medium Scale

Figure 7.7

Gray Background - Pack 2 be weighed on the Light Scale

4. After the process dictates the placing of all the packs in the kit being built, the
single parts to be packed are shown on the last slide of the document with the total
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kit weight range mentioned on the lower right hand side of the slide again. Note
that since single items need not be weighed and are placed directly into the kit to
be packed, the background color of the slide remains white.

Figure 7.8

White Background - Single parts
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CHAPTER VIII
SIMULATION DESIGN
8.1

Purpose
To help setup optimum tolerance limits for the total kit weight.

8.2

Hypothesis Testing
The Hypothesis Testing considered for the Simulation is as follows:
H0 = the kit is a Good Kit [no missing part(s)]
Ha = the kit is a Bad Kit [missing part(s)]

8.3

Sample Selection
In order to select a suitable method of deciding the tolerance limits, instead of

considering the entire population, 6 varieties (2 Light, 2 Medium & 2 Heavy) of kits were
considered from the population that covered all possible characteristics. The following
table shows the kits considered for analysis.
Table 8.1
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Sample of 6 categories of kits
Kit Category
Light
Medium
Heavy

Quantity of parts in kit
Small
Large
Small
Large
Small
Large
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Kit Number
20-2151-1
CTN-681-E
CTN-1257
20-1839-1
CTN-1368
20-2210-1

8.4

Data Collection & Analysis
Real world data provided by Hunter Engineering Company of as many samples as

possible were collected of each of these 6 kits. The data was entered into excel files and
analyzed with the Monte-Carlo Simulation Method using Risk Solver Software. The
following Table 8.2 gives the number of samples of each kit that were weighed for data
collection.
Table 8.2

Sample sizes of the 6 kits selected
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Kit Number
20-2151-1
CTN-681-E
CTN-1257
20-1839-1
CTN-1368
20-2210-1

No. of Samples
15
13
6
22
30
5

The data was collected while the kits were being packed and in the order they
were packed. Data consisted of weights of each pack as well as single part(s), the packing
material weight and finally the total kit weight with and without the packing material
weight. The following statistical calculations were performed on the data to analyze it.

Table 8.3
Sample
Mean

Statistics of the Data for Monte-Carlo Simulation
Sample
StdDev
.

Sample
Var

Probability
of missing
out a part /
adding an
extra part

Random
Number
between
0&1
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Random
Number
between
0&1

Condition
0-missedYellow
1-OK-Green
2-extra-Red

Random
Weight

Weight
included
or not in
the kit

8.5
8.5.1

Monte-Carlo Simulation
Sample Mean
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit

the Sample Mean was calculated using the function AVERAGE(x:y), in-built in Excel.
8.5.2

Sample Standard Deviation
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit

the Sample Standard Deviation was calculated using the function STDDEV(x:y), in-built
in Excel.
8.5.3

Sample Variance
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit

the Sample Variance was calculated using the function VAR(x:y), in-built in Excel.
8.5.4

Probability of missing a part / adding an extra part
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit

a suitable probability was set based on the assumption of “Lower the weight, higher the
probability” and “Higher the weight, lower the probability”. This assumption was made
based on past experience of an Operator tending to miss out including a smaller (lighter)
part more number of times than a larger (heavier) part. The same assumption was
applicable for an Operator adding an extra part to the kit.
8.5.5

Random Number between 0 & 1
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit,

two sets of Random Numbers between 0 & 1 were established using the in-built Risk
Solver Excel function PsiUniform(0,1). One set for capturing kits with missing parts and
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the other set for capturing kits with extra parts. The intent of establishing two sets of
Random Numbers was to capture the scenarios when the kit may have missing parts as
well as extra parts added to it.
8.5.6

Condition
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit,

the Nested IF statement was used to compare the Random numbers generated with the
probability established was used to identify whether or not a kit had missing / extra items
in it. The IF statement used was 1 - IF(RandomNo.Missing < Probability, 1, 0) +
IF(RandomNo.Extra < Probability, 1, 0), meaning that if the Random number generated
for a missing part is lesser than the Probability of adding or missing out a part, return the
value “1”, else if the Random number generated for adding an extra part is lesser than the
Probability of adding or missing out a part, return the value “1”, else return the value “0”.
The significance of these returned values is as follows:

8.5.7

0 - Missed -

Yellow

1 - Okay

-

Green

2 - Extra

-

Red

Random Weight
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit

a Random Weight was established using the in-built Risk Solver Excel function
PsiResample(x:y).
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8.5.8

Weight included or not in the kit
For the respective number of samples of each pack, single part(s) and the total kit,

to know whether or not the part was included in the kit or whether an extra part was
included, the Random Weight is multiplied but the value returned in the Condition
column. The output of this column is the weight of the included part(s) and/or the weight
of the missing part(s) and/or the weight of the extra part(s).
The cells below show the Lower and Upper Tolerance Limits that are considered
in the analysis. Several scenarios of choosing the Lower and Upper Bounds are tested &
analyzed using the Risk Solver Simulation. The results obtained are analyzed and the best
method(s) of choosing the tolerance limits are established.
Table 8.4

8.5.9

Lower & Upper Bound calculations
A

1
Heaviest weighing item in the kit

2

B

Least weighing item in the kit

C

Lower Bound

X

D
E
F

Upper Bound
Mean weight of parts / packs
Median weight of parts / packs

Y

Scenarios considered
The following 8 Scenarios of setting Tolerance Limits were considered in the

Simulation.
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Table 8.5

Scenarios for the Monte-Carlo Simulation

Scenario #
i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

8.6

Tolerance Limits
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + 2 * (weight of the
lightest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + weight of the heaviest
entity in the kit
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + 2 * (weight of the
heaviest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + (weight of the heaviest
entity in the kit) / 2
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + Mean weight of the
entities in the kit
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + Median weight of the
entities in the kit
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight – weight of the lightest
entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight + ∞

Monte-Carlo calculations for the Risk Solver Simulation
The cells for the analysis using the Risk Solver Platform are highlighted in

Yellow below and an explanation follows.
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Table 8.6

Monte-Carlo Calculations
A

B

C

D

1

Condition - based on
parts
0 - Complete Kit
1 - Only missing part(s)
or Only extra part(s)
2 - Extra part(s) and/or
missing part(s)

Total Kit
Weight

1

0

108.3690

R

0.0000

0.0000

1

0

S

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Type
II
Error

AQ25 Condition based on weight range
0 - Underweight Yellow
(or)
Overweight - Red
1 - Kit Complete Green

AR25 = AQ25
- AO23
0 - Ideal case
1 - Type II
Error
-1 - Type I
Error

0.0000

Type I
Error

P

Q

Minimum
number of
parts in the
kit
0 - missing
1 - OK
2 - extra
Maximum
number of
parts in the
kit
0 - missing
1 - OK
2 - extra

T

8.6.1

E

F

Cell PB – Minimum number of parts included
This cell is coded using the MIN (i:j) function in Excel to return the minimum

value in the Condition Column. This cell returns a value of ‘0’ or ‘1’ or ‘2’ where ‘0’
denotes missing part(s); ‘1’ denotes completed kit and ‘2’ denotes extra part(s).
8.6.2

Counting Cell RB
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, there would be

at least one missing part in the kit. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions
COUNTIF(PB,"=0") + PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of times the kit
misses a part.
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8.6.3

Cell QB – Maximum number of parts included
This cell is coded using the MAX (i:j) function in Excel to return the maximum

value in the Condition Column. This cell returns a value of ‘0’ or ‘1’ or ‘2’ where ‘0’
denotes missing part(s); ‘1’ denotes complete kit and ‘2’ denotes extra part(s).
The values in the cells PB & QB give information about whether or not a kit has
missing part(s) / extra part(s) or both. But the information obtained from these cells is not
sufficient to know how many parts are missing or are in excess in a kit.
8.6.4

Counting Cell SB
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, an extra part is

added to a kit. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions COUNTIF(QB,"=2") +
PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number an extra part is added to the kit.
8.6.5

Cell QC
Information on whether parts were included / exceeded in the kit as needed.
This cell calculates the difference between the maximum and minimum values

obtained in cells PB & QB. Ideally the value returned by this cell must be a ‘0’, denoting
that the kit is completed. If the value returned is a ‘1’, it means there is either an extra or
a missing part(s) in the kit. If the value returned is a ‘2’, it means that the kit has both
extra as well as missing parts in it. The following table (Table 8.7) lists the various
scenarios for obtaining a ‘0’, ‘1’or a ‘2’ value.
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Table 8.7
Maximum
Value (QB)
0
1
2
2
1
2

8.6.6

Cell QC - Interpretation
Minimum
Value (PB)
0
1
1
2
0
0

QC = QB-PB

Comments

0
0
1
0
1
2

Unlikely Case - All parts missing in kit
Ideal Case – Complete Kit
Kit has extra part(s)
Unlikely Case – Kit has all extra parts
Kit has missing part(s)
Kit has both missing & extra part(s)

Counting Cell RC
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, the kit would

have both missing as well as extra parts. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions
COUNTIF(QC,"=2") + PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of the kit would
have both missing as well as extra parts.
8.6.7

Counting Cell SC
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, the kit would

have either a missing part(s) or an extra part(s). Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel
functions COUNTIF(QC,"=1") + PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of the
kit would have both either a missing part(s) or an extra part(s).
8.6.8

Cell QD
The total kit weight that is randomly generated within the specified weight range.

8.6.9

Cell RD
Information on whether the randomly generated Total kit weight in Cell QD lies

between the Tolerance Limits in Cells C2 & D2 in Table 8.4.
Compares the value in QD to the values in Cells C2 & D2 using the nested IF
statement viz., IF(QD < C2, 0, IF(QD > D2, 0, 1)) which returns the value of ‘0’ or ‘1’. If
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the Total Kit Weight in QD is lesser than the Lower Bound, a value of ‘0’ is returned and
the Yellow glows, else the second condition is checked viz., if the Total Kit Weight in
QD is greater than the Upper Bound, a value of ‘0’ is returned and Red light glows, else a
value of ‘1’ is returned and the Green light glows meaning that the Total Kit Weight lies
in between the Lower and Upper Bound. The returned value ‘0’ is interpreted as ‘Reject /
Inspect’ and the returned value ‘1’ is interpreted as ‘Accept’.
8.6.10 Counting Cell SD
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, the kit built is
complete and the Green light glows. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions
COUNTIF(RD,"=0") + PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of times the kit
misses a part.
8.6.11 Cell RE
The value in this cell is used to capture information about the possibility of
committing Type I and Type II Errors.
Table 8.8

Type I & Type II Errors
Accept H0
Reject H0

Ho True
Correct Decision
Type I

H0 False
Type II
Correct Decision

Scenario 1 - When an extra entity is added to the kit which compensates for a
missing entity in the same weight range, the value returned in cell RD will be ‘1’ and the
Green light glows, indicating that the kit is complete and can be ‘Accepted’. This is an
erroneous measurement i.e. a Bad Kit, as in reality the kit is incomplete and the missing
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entity is compensating for the weight of the extra entity. This is a Type II Error
(Accepting a Bad Kit).
Scenario 2 – When the kit contains only extra entities and is complete otherwise
with no missing entities, it is considered a ‘Good Kit’ as per the Null Hypothesis. Such a
kit does not need Inspection even though the value of RE is ‘-1’ and the Light glows Red,
suggesting that the kit be ‘Rejected / Inspected’. This is because the main concern to be
addressed while using this system to build kits is to identify kits with missing parts.
Therefore, such an error is called a Type I Error (Rejecting a Good Kit).
In order to capture the Type I & Type II errors, the difference RD - PB is
calculated and the output is displayed in this cell RE. Ideally this value must be ‘0’. The
following table (Table 8.9) lists the possible values that this cell might return and a
corresponding explanation for each value.
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Table 8.9

Cell RE - Interpretation

1
2

Min Value
(PB)
1
0

Max Value
(QB)
1
1

RD
Output
1
1

RE =
RD - PB
0
1

3

1

2

0

-1

4

0

2

1

1

5

0

1

0

0

Case

Interpretation
Ideal Case
Error in measurement
Type I Error
- No missing part(s)
- Kit has extra part(s)
- Red Light glows
suggesting that the kit
is Overweight and
must be Rejected /
Inspected
Type II Error
- Kit has missing part(s)
- Kit has extra part(s)
- Green Light glows
suggesting that the kit
be Accepted
- Kit has missing part(s)
- No extra part(s)
- Yellow Light glows
suggesting that the kit
is Underweight and
must be Rejected /
Inspected

8.6.12 Counting Cell SE
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, a Type II Error
is committed. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions COUNTIF(RE,"=1") +
PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of times the Type II Error is committed.
8.6.13 Counting Cell TE
Counts the number of times in one Simulation run i.e. 1000 trials, a Type I Error
is committed. Uses the in-built Risk Solver Excel functions COUNTIF(RE,"=-1") +
PsiOutput() and returns the count of the number of times the Type I Error is committed.
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CHAPTER IX
SIMULATION ANALYSIS
The purpose of this analysis is to make an appropriate decision in choosing the
appropriate Tolerance Limits for a kit based on its categorization. The 8 scenarios in
Table 8.5 for each of the 6 kits were considered and the Simulation results were
documented. As an example let us consider two sets of Simulation Results tabulated
below, for the Kit CTN-1257 (Category - Light kit with a small number of parts).
9.1

Ideal & Bad Results
Table 9.1 below shows an example ideal result for the Monte-Carlo Simulation

and the Table 9.2 below shows an example bad result of the Monte-Carlo Simulation.
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Table 9.1

Ideal Result
Scenario (ix): LB = Total Kit Wt. - Wt. of lightest single part / pack = 10.626
UB = Total Kit Wt. + 100000 = 10014.187
1 Simulation Run = 1000 Trials

RB - No. of defective kits

No. of good kits =1000
– RB

SB - Total
No. of kits
with Extra
items

4

996

4

SE - TYPE II Error
(Accept)
0
RC - No. of
kits with
both Extra
as well as
Missing
items [maxmin=2]
0

No. of
kits with
only
missing
items
= SE RC
0

Correct
Decision
(Reject)
=RB SE

TE TYPE I
Error
(Reject)

4

0

Correct
Decision
(Accept)
= No. of
good kits
- TE
996

SC - No. of
kits with
only Extra
items (or)
only
Missing
items [maxmin=1]
8

SD - No. of kits
that fall out of
tolerance limits
(Yellow lIght Underweight;
Red light Overweight)

Interpretation & Result
IDEAL RESULT
Type I Error - None
Type II Error - None
Inspection Level - Low
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4

Table 9.2

Bad Result
Scenario (viii): LB = Total Kit Wt. - Wt. of lightest single part / pack = 10.626
UB = Total Kit Wt. + 0 = 14.187
1 Simulation Run = 1000 Trials

RB - No. of defective kits

No. of good kits =1000
– RB

SB - Total
No. of kits
with Extra
items

SC - No. of
kits with
only Extra
items (or)
only Missing
items [maxmin=1]

4

996

4

8

SE - TYPE II Error
(Accept)
2
RC - No. of
kits with
both Extra
as well as
Missing
items [maxmin=2]
0

9.2

Correct
Decision
(Reject)
=RB SE

TE TYPE I
Error
(Reject)

2

395

No. of
kits with
only
missing
items
= SE RC
2

Correct
Decision
(Accept)
= No. of
good kits
- TE
601

SD - No. of kits
that fall out of
tolerance
limits (Yellow
lIght Underweight;
Red light Overweight)
397

Interpretation & Result
BAD RESULT
Type I Errors - High
Type II Error – Low
Inspection Level - High

Decision Criteria
The decision as to whether or not the Simulation result for a Scenario was Good,

Ideal or Bad was based on the Type I, Type II Errors obtained and the Inspection Level.
The following table (Table 9.3) suggests the criteria for choosing the preferred Tolerance
Limits. The Type II Error value was given the highest importance in choosing the
preferred scenario.
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Table 9.3

Decision Criteria

Decision Criterion

Desired
Output

Type I Error (TE)

Low / None

Type II Error (SE)

Low / None

Inspection Level
(SD)

Low / None

Comments
The Tolerance Limits must be set such that the
Type I Error is eliminated or is brought as low as
possible.
The Tolerance Limits must be set such that the
Type II Error is eliminated or is brought as low
as possible.
The System Design should be Robust bringing
the Inspection Level as low as possible.
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CHAPTER X
RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
10.1 Output of the Simulation
The results of the Simulation are analyzed and comparisons are made With-in a
single Category (different scenarios) and Between Categories. The lower and upper
bound values for the 8 scenarios considered are tabulated in Table 10.1 as follows,
Table 10.1 Output of the Simulation
Scenario
Lower
Bound
I
Ii
iii
iv
V
vi
vii
viii

20-2151-1

CTN-681-E

CTN-1257

20-1839-1

CTN-1368

20-2210-1

6.725

2.523

10.626

16.274

108.243

109.149

Upper
Bound
6.799
6.835
9.592
12.421
8.177
8.115
7.932
100006.762

Upper
Bound
2.783
2.912
4.159
5.665
3.406
3.316
3.162
100002.653

Upper
Bound
17.748
21.309
24.812
35.438
19.499
21.280
21.280
100014.182

Upper
Bound
16.403
16.467
30.109
43.879
23.224
21.784
18.842
100016.338

Upper
Bound
108.243
108.566
148.390
148.390
128.370
121.894
117.156
100108.350

Upper
Bound
110.080
110.137
145.967
181.922
127.989
122.235
115.196
100110.012

The results of the Simulation are tabulated (Table 10.3) and arranged as follows in
the increasing order of their Upper Bound values for the 8 scenarios of the 6 Kits
considered. The following color codes (Table 10.2) were used for the analysis of the
results,
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Table 10.2 Color Codes for Decision Criterion
Yellow

Least Type I

Orange

Least Type II

Blue

Least Inspection Level
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Table 10.3 Simulation Results
Kit
Category

ii

vii

vi

v

iii

iv

viii

Type I Error

592

528

466

486

473

495

468

471

Type II Error

7

7

16

12

27

15

21

29

Inspection Level

772

721

649

665

644

671

642

640

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

vii

vi

v

iii

iv

viii

CTN-681-E

Type I Error

220

109

103

101

106

30

0

0

Type II Error

52

63

59

58

71

76

77

89

Inspection Level

453

339

338

310

329

235

196

199

Kit #

Scenario #

i

v

vi

vii

ii

iii

iv

viii

CTN-1257

Type I Error

3

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

Type II Error

0

2

1

2

1

1

3

1

Inspection Level

7

3

4

3

4

4

1

3

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

vii

vi

v

iii

iv

viii

Type I Error

167

59

61

43

64

35

61

52

Type II Error

32

40

38

38

39

33

29

36

Inspection Level

220

102

108

87

107

87

113

98

Scenario #

i

ii

vii

vi

v

iii

iv

viii

Type I Error

31

22

2

1

0

0

0

0

Type II Error

8

10

11

8

12

12

8

10

Inspection Level

66

52

32

34

29

29

34

33

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

vii

vi

v

iii

iv

viii

Type I Error

73

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

Type II Error

41

33

50

41

46

41

45

44

Inspection Level

156

130

78

88

83

84

84

83

20-2151-1

i

20-1839-1

Light Weight Kits

Kit #

Medium Weight Kits

Scenario #

CTN-1368

Simulation Analysis

20-2210-1

Heavy Weight Kits

Kit #
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10.2 With-in Category Analysis
10.2.1 Light Kit with small number of parts: 20-2151-1

Figure 10.1

Graphical Interpretation for 20-2151-1

Worst Results are for 20-2151-1 (Light-Small) as the parts are mostly literature
documents and vary by weights
Type I Errors and Inspection levels are very high for all the scenarios
The Type I Errors decreased when the upper bound range was increased
(Scenario’s iii to viii)
Same with the Inspection Levels – they decreased as the UB value increased
Whereas, the Type II Errors increased with the increase in the UB range
Since ‘Rejecting a Good Kit (Type I)’ is better to have than ‘Accepting a Bad Kit
(Type II)’ and since Inspecting the Rejected kits is better than letting the Bad kits
(with missing parts) go, Scenario ii can be the optimum selection for Light kits
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with small number of parts i.e. UB = Total Kit weight + 2*(weight of Lighest
entity)
10.2.2 Light Kit with large number of parts: CTN-681-E

Figure 10.2

Graphical Interpretation for CTN-681-E

Type I Errors are high in Scenario i, ii, v, vi and vii. But 0 in Scenarios iv and viii
i.e. UB = Total Kit weight + 2*(weight of Heaviest entity) and for UB = Total Kit
weight + infinity
Type II Errors show an increasing trend as the UB limits increase.
The Inspection Level decreased for Scenario iv i.e. UB = Total Kit weight +
2*(weight of Heaviest entity)
The optimum scenario for Light kits with large number of parts is Scenario iv
with UB = Total kit weight + 2*(weight of Heaviest entity) with Type I Error = 0,
Type II Errors = 77 and Inspection Level = 196 kits
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10.2.3 Medium Kit with small number of parts: CTN-1257

Figure 10.3

Graphical Interpretation for CTN-1257

Best Results are for CTN-1257 (Medium-Small) as the parts are homogeneous
and have similar weights
Almost all the Scenarios yielded Ideal Results
Type I Errors were 0 for Scenarios iv and viii i.e. UB = Total Kit weight +
2*(weight of Heaviest entity) and for UB = Total Kit weight + infinity
Type II Error was 0 for Scenario i with UB = Total Kit weight + weight of
lightest entity in the kit
The Inspection Level is the least of value 1 for Scenario iv i.e. UB = Total Kit
weight + 2*(weight of Heaviest entity)
There is no increasing or decreasing pattern with the increase in the UB
The most optimum Scenario here is Scenario iv with Type I Error = 0, Type II
Error = 3, Inspection Level = 1
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10.2.4 Medium Kit with large number of parts: 20-1839-1

Figure 10.4

Graphical Interpretation for 20-1839-1

Highest Type I Error of 167 kits for Scenario i and the least of 35 kits for
Scenario iii i.e. UB = Total Kit weight + weight of Heaviest entity
Scenario vi also shows a lower Type I Error of 43 i.e. UB = Total Kit weight +
Mean weight of the entities
Type II Errors are relatively lower than the Type I Errors with the least Type II
Error of 29 kits in Scenario iv
The Inspection Levels are also higher in these kits than in medium kits with
smaller number of parts
The least Inspection Levels of 87 kits obtained were for Scenarios iii & vi i.e. UB
= Total Kit weight + weight of heaviest entity in the kit & UB = Total Kit weight
+ Mean weight of the entities
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The optimum Scenario is Scenario iii with Type I Errors = 35 kits. Type Errors =
33 and Inspection Levels = 87
10.2.5 Heavy Kit with small number of parts: CTN-1368

Figure 10.5

Graphical Interpretation for CTN-1368

Type I Errors are 0 for Scenarios iii, iv, v & viii. For Scenarios vi & vii they are 1
an 2 respectively.
Type I Errors are high for Scenarios i & ii
Type II Errors are least at 8 kits for Scenarios i, iv and vi i.e. when the UB is
incremented with value of the ‘lightest weighing entity’ or ‘twice the heaviest
weighing entity’ or ‘the mean weight of the entities in the kit’
Inspection levels decrease as the UB increases and are the least for Scenarios iii &
v at 29 kits
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The optimum Scenario for these kits is Scenario iv with Type I Errors = 0 kits,
Type Errors = 8 and Inspection Levels = 34 kits
10.2.6 Heavy Kit with large number of parts: 20-2210-1

Figure 10.6

Graphical Interpretation for 20-2210-1

Type I Errors decrease with the increase in the UB. Type I Errors are 0 for
Scenarios iii to viii
Type II Error remain almost the same across the scenarios except for Scenario ii
they are the lowest of 33 kits and for Scenario vii they are the highest of 50 kits
The Inspection level decreases as the UB increases and is the least of 83 kits for
Scenarios v & viii i.e. UB = Total Kit weight + (weight of Heaviest entity)/2 and
for UB = Total Kit weight + infinity
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The optimum scenario in this category is Scenario viii with Type I Errors = 0,
Type Errors = 44 and Inspection Levels = 83 kits
10.3 Between Category Analysis
The preferred result (highlighted in green) with-in each category is selected based
on the output of the three Decision Criteria mentioned in Table 10.4.
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Table 10.4 Preferred Scenarios
Kit
Category

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

20-2151-1

Type I Error

495

468

473

486

466

471

Type II Error

7

7

15

21

27

12

16

29

Inspection
Level

772

721

671

642

644

665

649

640

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

CTN-681-E

Type I Error

220

109

30

0

106

101

103

0

Type II Error

52

63

76

77

71

58

59

89

Inspection
Level

453

339

235

196

329

310

338

199

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

Type I Error

3

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

Type II Error

0

1

1

3

2

1

2

1

Inspection
Level

7

4

4

1

3

4

3

3

Scenario #

i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

20-1839-1

ii
528

Type I Error

167

59

35

61

64

43

61

52

Type II Error

32

40

33

29

39

38

38

36

Inspection
Level

220

102

87

113

107

87

108

98

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

CTN-1368

i
592

Type I Error

31

22

0

0

0

1

2

0

Type II Error

8

10

12

8

12

8

11

10

Inspection
Level

66

52

29

34

29

34

32

33

Kit #

Scenario #

i

ii

iii

iv

v

vi

vii

viii

20-2210-1

Medium Weight Kits

Light Weight Kits

Kit #

Heavy Weight Kits

Scenario #

CTN-1257

Simulation Analysis

Kit #

Type I Error

73

37

0

0

0

0

0

0

Type II Error

41

33

41

45

46

41

50

44

Inspection
Level

156

130

84

84

83

88

78

83

10.3.1 Overall Observations
The Best Results obtained for almost all the Scenarios was for the Medium Kit
with a small number of parts in it, i.e. CTN-1257.
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The Worst Results obtained for almost all the Scenarios was for the Light Kit with
a small number of parts in it, i.e. 20-2151-1.
Each Sub-Category of the kits considered has a different preferred method of
setting the Tolerance Limits. The preferred results obtained are tabulated below.
The following table (Table 10.5) summarizes the Preferred Scenarios for the 6
categories of kits and lists the formula for calculating the Lower and Upper Bounds for
each scenario correspondingly.
Table 10.5 Preferred Scenarios calculations
Kit
Category

Light

Medium

Heavy

Kit SubCategory

Preferred
Scenario

Small
number of
parts

ii

Large
number of
parts

iv

Small
number of
parts

iv

Large
number of
parts

iii

Small
number of
parts

iv

Large
number of
parts

viii

Upper & Lower Bounds
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
2 * (weight of the lightest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
2 * (weight of the heaviest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
2 * (weight of the heaviest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
weight of the heaviest entity in the kit
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
2 * (weight of the heaviest entity in the kit)
LB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight –
weight of the lightest entity in the kit
UB = Sample Mean w/o packing material weight +
∞
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10.3.2 Graphical Interpretation - Type I Errors

Figure 10.7

Graphical Interpretation of Type I Errors

Observation: Type I Errors are the least for Scenario iv and Scenario viii for all
categories
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10.3.3 Graphical Interpretation - Type II Errors

Figure 10.8

Graphical Interpretation of Type II Errors

Observation: Type II Errors are the least for Scenario i, they increase up to
Scenario v, decrease at Scenario vi and again increase up to Scenario viii for all
categories
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10.3.4 Graphical Interpretation - Inspection Level

Figure 10.9

Graphical Interpretation of Inspection Levels

Observation: Inspection Levels decrease for Scenario iv and Scenario viii for all
categories
10.3.5 Comparing the Type I, Type II & Inspection Levels between Scenarios
The following (Table 10.6) lists the Type I, Type II and the Inspection Level
values for the preferred scenarios selected for each sub-category of kits.
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Table 10.6 Preferred Scenario Values
Preferred Scenario Values
Kit Category

Light

Medium

Heavy

Kit #

20-2151-1

CTN-681-E

CTN-1257

20-1839-1

CTN-1368

20-2210-1

Type I Error

528

0

0

35

0

0

Type II Error

7

77

3

33

8

44

Inspection
Level

721

196

1

87

34
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Therefore,
Type I Errors (Rejecting Good kits) – Most of the Type I Errors will be from the
Light category of kits with a small number of parts and a few errors will
be from Medium Kits with large number of parts.
Type II Errors (Accepting Bad kits) – Most of the Type II Errors will be from
Heavy, Medium and Light Kits with large number of parts.
Inspection Levels – Mostly Light Kits; some Medium & Heavy kits with large
number of parts and few Heavy kits with small number of parts will be
inspected.
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CHAPTER XI
FUTURE WORK
The system thus developed is simple and cost effective. It improves the efficiency
in the tool-kit packing process by saving time, money & resources for Hunter
Engineering Company. Future work in this research can include the following,
Selecting the preferred scenario for each category by varying the Lower Bound
which was kept constant in this research.
Establishing a more accurate probability of missing or adding an extra part(s) by
taking into consideration the weight of the part(s), its priority, past data, and
chances of human error from one operator to another based on operator
performance.
Re-designing the system to include cost benefits/savings, material management
and inventory management.
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